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Abstract
Large population sizes and global distributions generally associate with high mitochondrial DNA control region (CR) diversity. The
sperm whale (Physeter macrocephalus) is an exception, showing low CR diversity relative to other cetaceans; however, diversity levels
throughout the remainder of the sperm whale mitogenome are unknown. We sequenced 20 mitogenomes from 17 sperm whales
representative of worldwide diversity using Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies (Illumina GAIIx, Roche 454 GS Junior).
Resequencing of three individuals with both NGS platforms and partial Sanger sequencing showed low discrepancy rates
(454-Illumina: 0.0071%; Sanger-Illumina: 0.0034%; and Sanger-454: 0.0023%) confirming suitability of both NGS platforms for
investigating low mitogenomic diversity. Using the 17 sperm whale mitogenomes in a phylogenetic reconstruction with 41 other
species, including 11 new dolphin mitogenomes, we tested two hypotheses for the low CR diversity. First, the hypothesis that
CR-specific constraints have reduced diversity solely in the CR was rejected as diversity was low throughout the mitogenome, not
just in the CR (overall diversity p ¼ 0.096%; protein-coding 3rd codon ¼ 0.22%; CR ¼ 0.35%), and CR phylogenetic signal was
congruent with protein-coding regions. Second, the hypothesis that slow substitution rates reduced diversity throughout the sperm
whale mitogenome was rejected as sperm whales had significantly higher rates of CR evolution and no evidence of slow coding
region evolution relative to other cetaceans. The estimated time to most recent common ancestor for sperm whale mitogenomes
was 72,800 to 137,400 years ago (95% highest probability density interval), consistent with previous hypotheses of a bottleneck
or selective sweep as likely causes of low mitogenome diversity.
Key words: Physeter macrocephalus, nucleotide diversity, mitochondrial genome, mtDNA, substitution rates, Bayesian
phylogenetics, cetacean, population genetics.

Introduction
Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) are distributed
throughout all oceans of the world, from the Arctic to the
Southern Ocean (Best 1979; Whitehead 2003) and are abundant, with a world wide estimate of approximately 360,000
individuals (Whitehead 2002). Despite being hunted intensively over the last two centuries, sperm whales appear to
have suffered only localized declines due to whaling (Best

1979; Whitehead 2002, 2003). Generally, large population
sizes and widespread distributions are associated with high
mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) diversity (Mulligan et al. 2006).
However, despite their global distribution and high abundance, sperm whales have been noted for extremely low
mtDNA control region (CR) diversity relative to other
cetaceans (Lyrholm and Gyllensten 1998; Whitehead 1998),
both in terms of number of haplotypes and nucleotide
diversity (table 1). To date, only 28 mtDNA haplotypes have
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Table 1
Estimates of Nucleotide Diversity and Number of mtDNA CR Haplotypes for 26 Cetacean Species (Limited to Studies with Sample Sizes above 100)
Species

Sample
Size

CR Haplotype
Length (bp)

p (%)

No. of
Haplotypes

Paciﬁc/Atlantic Ocean

643

620

0.35

13

Oremus et al. (2009)

Worldwide

124

945

0.37

24

Chivers et al. (2007)

South America

196

466

0.40

20

Pimper et al. (2010)

West Paciﬁc
China and Japan

386
417

345
345

0.27
0.44

16
18

Li et al. (2011)
Yang et al. (2008)

1,167

399

0.51

28

Studies listed in Table 2

Arctic

324

410

0.51

29

O’Corry-Crowe et al.
(1997)

Worldwide

102

995

0.52

13

Hoelzel et al. (2002)

North Atlantic

122

601

0.56

18

Banguera-Hinestroza
et al. (2010)

New Zealand

318

650

0.79

21

Hamner et al. (2012)

Worldwide

Reference

South Hemisphere and Atlantic

150

620

0.87

14

Oremus et al. (2009)

North Atlantic
Western North Paciﬁc

102
127

500
500

0.60
1.00

26
34

Pastene et al. (2007)
Pastene et al. (2007)

Paciﬁc/Indian Ocean

472

299

1.00

51

Kanda et al. (2007)

North Paciﬁc

103

479

1.06

49

Hayano et al. (2003)

North Atlantic

341

288

1.13

48

Bérubé et al. (1998)

1.36

112

Escorza-Treviño et al.
(2005)

East Paciﬁc

225

455

South Ocean

183

410

1.40

52

Sremba et al. (2012)

NE Atlantic
North Paciﬁc

194
249

344
402

0.47
1.40

37
88

Rosel et al. (1999)
Chivers et al. (2002)

New Zealand

585

500

1.43

12

Carroll et al. (2011)

South Hemisphere

119

500

1.50

83

Pastene et al. (2007)

South Hemisphere

153

591

1.63

62

Cassens et al. (2005)

Worldwide

108

406

1.65

74

Chivers et al. (2005)

North Atlantic
Azores

196
144

329
611

1.47
1.80

34
76

Adams and Rosel (2006)
Quérouil et al. (2010)

North Atlantic

297

360

1.80

77

Mirimin et al. (2009)

Eastern North Atlantic
Hawaii

123
130

630
400

1.6
2.20

41
25

Natoli et al. (2005)
Martien et al. (2012)

West Australia

220

351

2.21

8

Krützen et al. (2004)

Mozambique and Eastern
South Africa
North Atlantic and Antarctic

151

486

1.95

65

Rosenbaum et al. (2009)

136

288

2.60

31

Palsbøll et al. (1995)

NOTE.—For species with studies from multiple geographic regions, the studies with lowest and highest nucleotide diversity are presented. If multiple studies were
available from the same geographic region, only the study with the lowest nucleotide diversity was retained. Species are ordered by nucleotide diversity from low to high
(species with multiple estimates are ordered by greatest estimate of nucleotide diversity), with dark blue backgrounds indicating low nucleotide diversity/numbers of
haplotypes, through to white indicating higher estimates of nucleotide diversity/numbers of haplotypes. The sperm whale is highlighted in yellow.
a
Species that have worldwide ranges.
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Long-ﬁnned pilot whalea
(Globicephala melas)
False killer whalea
(Pseudorca crassidens)
Commerson’s dolphin
(Cephalorhynchus
commersonii)
Finless porpoise
(Neophocaena phocaenoides)
Sperm whalea
(Physeter macrocephalus)
Beluga
(Delphinapterus leucas)
Killer whalea
(Orcinus orca)
White-beaked dolphin
(Lagenorhynchus albirostris)
Hector’s dolphin
(C. hectori hectori)
Short-ﬁnned pilot whale
(G. macrorhynchus)
Common minke whalea
(Balaenoptera acutorostrata)
Bryde’s whalea
(B. brydei)
Dall’s porpoise
(Phocoenoides dalli)
Fin whalea
(B. physalus)
Pantropical spotted dolphina
(Stenella attenuata)
Antarctic blue whale
(B. musculus intermedia)
Harbor porpoise
(Phocoena phocoena)
Southern right whale
(Eubalaena australis)
Antarctic minke whale
(B. bonaerensis)
Dusky dolphin
(L. obscurus)
Pygmy sperm whalea
(Kogia breviceps)
Atlantic spotted dolphin
(S. frontalis)
Short-beaked common dolphina
(Delphinus delphis)
Bottlenose dolphina
(Tursiops truncatus)
Western Australia bottlenose
dolphin
(Tursiops sp.)
Humpback whalea
(Megaptera novaeangliae)

Sampling Location
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8 previously unpublished species/subspecies) for a total of
42 cetacean species included in our analyses.
Using this data set, we investigated two of the hypotheses
for low sperm whale mtDNA CR diversity: 1) constraints acting
solely on the CR resulting in reduced variation relative to the
remainder of the mitogenome, or 2) slow substitution rates
resulting in low diversity either in the CR or throughout the
entire sperm whale mitogenome. To investigate the constraint
hypothesis (hypothesis 1), we quantified intraspecific sperm
whale diversity in the mtDNA CR relative to other regions
of the mitogenome. We also compared intraspecific phylogenetic signal from the CR with that of the combined
protein-coding regions and tested for phylogenetic congruence (Farris et al. 1995).
To test the hypothesis of slow substitution rates in the CR
and protein-coding regions of the sperm whale mitogenome
(hypothesis 2), we calculated Bayesian estimates of mitogenomic substitution rates utilizing one of the largest cetacean
mitogenome phylogenies constructed to date: 44 mitogenomes representing 42 species (supplementary material S1,
Supplementary Material online). The sperm whale CR and
protein-coding substitution rates were then contrasted with
other cetacean species. Finally, we also investigated the likelihood of population bottlenecks or selective sweeps acting on
this species by calculating the time to most recent common
ancestor (TMRCA) of sperm whale mitogenomes.

Materials and Methods
Sample Collection and Polymerase Chain Reaction
Amplification of Mitogenomes
The 17 sperm whale skin samples were collected from
stranded individuals represented in the New Zealand
Cetacean Tissue Archive (CeTA) at the University of
Auckland (Thompson et al. forthcoming) and from the
Oregon Marine Mammal Stranding Network (OMMSN)
Tissue Archive (supplementary material S2, Supplementary
Material online). DNA was extracted from these tissue samples
using a standard phenol/chloroform method (Sambrook et al.
1989), modified by Baker et al. (1994) for smaller samples.
Sequences of the CR and mtDNA protein-coding genes from
11 dolphin species/subspecies described in Carraher (2004),
but previously unpublished, were also generated from skin
samples curated in CeTA using the same DNA extraction
methods.
The mitogenome of each sperm whale was amplified in
five overlapping fragments ranging from 3.0 to 4.3 kbp in
long-range polymerase chain reaction (LR-PCR) reactions
using high fidelity Phusion Polymerase (New England
Biolabs, USA). Thermoprofiles consisted of an initial denaturation step of 98 C for 30 s followed by 35 cycles of 98 C for
8 s, the specific annealing temperature for each fragment for
30 s, and 72 C for 1 min 15 s; followed by a final extension of
72 C for 10 min. Reagent concentrations for each reaction
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been reported from 1,167 samples of sperm whales, based
on 400 bp of the CR (table 2). The widespread geographic
sampling of these haplotypes, and the relatively high abundance of sperm whales, argues against explanations of biased
geographic sampling or a whaling-mediated bottleneck
(Whitehead 1998). The low CR diversity is also reflected in
the weak mtDNA CR phylogeographic structure found in
the sperm whale (Lyrholm and Gyllensten 1998): The three
most common worldwide haplotypes (“A,” “B,” and “C”:
see table 2 for haplotype definitions) are shared in whales
from the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans (Richard et al. 1996;
Lyrholm and Gyllensten 1998; Whitehead et al. 1998;
Engelhaupt et al. 2009; Mesnick et al. 2011; Ortega-Ortiz
et al. 2012; Rendell et al. 2012).
A number of hypotheses have been proposed to
explain the low diversity in the mtDNA CR of the sperm
whale, including 1) an overall slowing of mtDNA substitution
rates (Lyrholm et al. 1996; Whitehead 1998), as found for
other large whale species (Jackson et al. 2009); 2) a population
bottleneck (Lyrholm et al. 1996; Lyrholm and Gyllensten
1998); 3) a selective sweep of mtDNA by “hitchhiking”
either with maternal cultural innovations in matrilineal social
groups (Whitehead 1998, 2005), or variation in ocean productivity affecting the success of different social groups
(Tiedemann and Milinkovitch 1999); and 4) lineage extinctions
relating to the mass stranding of matrilineal groups
(Whitehead 1998). We suggest a fifth hypothesis: that constraints in the CR can restrict sites that accumulate variation,
leading to saturation of sites free to vary in the CR relative to
mtDNA protein-coding regions. This hypothesis has been supported in other groups such as killer whales (Orcinus orca) and
fishers (Martes pennanti) (Morin et al. 2010; Knaus et al.
2011), and is also consistent with previous observations of
substitutional hot-spots in the sperm whale CR (Lyrholm
et al. 1996).
Here, we extend estimates of sperm whale mtDNA CR diversity using Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies
(Illumina GAIIx and Roche GS Junior 454) to sequence 17
sperm whale mitogenomes chosen to represent the worldwide diversity of CR haplotypes (table 2). Given the expectation of low diversity in the sperm whale mitogenome, and
the potential for NGS error to inflate diversity estimates (Shen
et al. 2010), we first investigated discrepancy rates between
the two NGS platforms by resequencing three mitogenomes.
We also calculated NGS discrepancy rates with targeted comparison to Sanger sequencing for all sperm whale mitogenomes included in this study. Additionally, we developed
quality control (QC) criteria to validate variable sites among
the mitogenomes, and took a number of precautions against
co-amplification of numts. We then aligned these sperm
whale mitogenomes to the available NCBI Reference
Sequence (RefSeq) cetacean mitogenomes and to the
mtDNA protein-coding genes and CR from a further 11 dolphin species/subspecies contributed by this study (including
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417

2

157
19

3

66
55
115

North
Atlantic

41

1

1
1

2
2

9

1

12
12

South
Indian/Paciﬁc

Ocean

709

1
2

5
3
1

258
187
117
11
28
6
5
8
10
29
2
1
7
13
12
2
1

Paciﬁc

1,167

1

336
254
232
11
29
6
5
8
10
38
2
1
7
18
14
2
1
1
6
3
1
157
19
1
2
2

Grand
Total

NOTE.—Haplotypes of mitogenomes sequenced in this study are shaded in gray. The numbers of samples with each haplotype were taken from previous studies by ocean basin: the North Atlantic—including the Gulf of
Mexico and Mediterranean (Lyrholm and Gyllensten 1998; Engelhaupt et al. 2009; Ortega-Ortiz et al. 2012), South Indian/Paciﬁc Oceans (Lyrholm and Gyllensten 1998), and Paciﬁc Ocean (Richard et al. 1996; Lyrholm and
Gyllensten 1998; Whitehead et al. 1998; Mesnick et al. 2011; Rendell et al. 2012). Haplotype EE was ﬁrst characterized in this study. For each haplotype, “” indicates a nucleotide identical to the reference at that given site.

58

Haplotypes

Table 2
The Diversity and Oceanic Distribution of Published mtDNA CR Haplotypes from the Sperm Whale, Defined by DQ512921 (Haplotype A) and Reflecting a Consensus Length of 400 bp
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Illumina Sequencing, Assembly, and QC
Thirteen sperm whale mitogenomes (supplementary material
S2, Supplementary Material online) were sequenced using a
single-end 40 bp run on one lane of an Illumina GAIIx. The
input library was prepared using multiplex identifier (MIDs)
adapters to identify each sample (Cronn et al. 2008), following
standard Illumina library preparation v1.12, combined in equimolar quantities and run on the Illumina at a combined concentration of 5 pM. Output data were filtered using Illumina’s
GA pipeline v1.5.0. Reads were then sorted by MIDs using the
program bcsort (Jennings et al. 2011) before being converted
to the PHRED scoring system using a custom PERL script
(Davies 2009). Reads were trimmed from the 30 -end, using
BWA v0.5.7 (Li and Durbin 2009), until a base with a PHRED
quality above 20 was reached, to ensure only high-quality
fragments of reads were included. Reads were then
assembled to the sperm whale mitogenome available from
NCBI (NC_002503: Arnason et al. 2000) using the program
BWA. To compensate for the artifact of low coverage at the
beginning and end of the arbitrarily linearized alignment (as
the mitogenome is circular), a second assembly was conducted with the reference genome relinearized at 8,213 bp
relative to the original reference. Samtools v0.1.7 (Li et al.
2009) was used to generate the consensus sequence
(>51%) from the BWA assembly.

library preparation, emulsion PCR, and sequencing steps
(June 2010 version). Reads were separated by their MIDs
using the program sfftools (Roche, USA). For each sample,
reads were then trimmed and assembled against the sperm
whale mitogenome (NC_002503) using the default settings
of GS Reference Mapper (Roche, USA). As for the Illumina
sequencing described earlier, combined assemblies were generated by relinearization of the reference and the consensus
base call at each site was used.

Sanger Sequencing of Dolphin Mitogenomes and Sperm
Whale CRs
As described earlier, the CR and mtDNA protein-coding genes
from 11 dolphin species/subspecies were amplified using
LR-PCR. Excess primers and nucleotides were removed using
a standard SAP dephosphorylation protocol (USB, USA).
Products were then sequenced with BigDye dye terminator
chemistry (Applied Biosystems, USA) with 43 internal primers
detailed in supplementary material S4, Supplementary
Material online, followed by dye-terminator removal using
Agencourt CleanSEQ beads (Beckman Coulter, USA).
Sequences were run on an ABI3730xl and assembled manually with a published dolphin mitogenome sequence, the
white-beaked
dolphin
(Lagenorhynchus
albirostris,
NC_005278: Arnason et al. 2004). To evaluate the risk of
numts affecting the analysis, sequences were reviewed to
ensure overlap of long-range fragments.
Initial CR haplotype identity of sperm whales used in this
study was based on PCR amplification and Sanger sequencing
using the primers dlp1.5 (Baker et al. 1998) and tphe as
described by Carroll et al. (2011). Substitutions in the first
(50 ) 400 bp of sequence were used to define the CR haplotypes referred to in previous publications (see table 2 for
haplotype definitions and haplotype distributions).

Estimation of NGS Discrepancy Rates
To estimate NGS discrepancy rates, three sperm whale samples were independently amplified and sequenced on both
the Illumina and 454 platforms, and limited Sanger resequencing was carried out using all sperm whales included in this
study. Final consensus sequences were aligned using
Sequencher v4.6 (Gene Codes Corporation, USA) and discrepancy rates calculated by comparing all individuals with
sequence available from two or more sequencing (NGS or
Sanger) platforms.

QC and Validation of Variable Sites
Roche 454 Sequencing, Assembly, and QC
Mitogenomes of seven sperm whales, including three that
had been sequenced using the Illumina technology, were
sequenced on a Roche GS Junior 454 (supplementary material
S2, Supplementary Material online). Sample libraries were prepared using MIDs and the standard Roche GS Junior 454 rapid

Coverage plots were examined for gaps in coverage indicative
of the incorporation of linear numts. Mitogenomes were then
aligned using Sequencher v4.6, and variable sites in the multiple sperm whale alignment were accepted if all mitogenomes met a minimum sequencing depth of 15 (Smith
et al. 2008) and the minimum measure of mapping quality
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were as follows: 1 Phusion HF Buffer (NEB, USA); 0.5 mM of
each primer (IDT); 2% DMSO (NEB, USA); 15–30 ng of template DNA, dNTP (Promega, USA); and Phusion Polymerase
(NEB, USA) concentration varied by fragment as described in
supplementary material S3, Supplementary Material online
(primer sequences and fragment-specific annealing temperatures are also detailed in this supplementary material,
Supplementary Material online) and ddH2O to 20 mL.
As described by Carraher (2004), the CR and mtDNA
protein-coding genes from 11 dolphin species/subspecies
were amplified in 11 shorter (1–2.5 kbp), and partially
overlapping, fragments (supplementary material S4,
Supplementary Material online). Fragments were amplified
using the Expand Long Template PCR System (Roche
Diagnostics) as per the manufacturer’s recommendations.
Thermoprofiles consisted of an initial denaturation step of
93 C for 2 min followed by 10 cycles of 93 C for 30 s, 60 C
for 30 s, 68 C for 45 s/kb, then 24 cycles of 93 C for 30 s,
60 C for 30 s, 68 C for 45 s/kb, increased by 20 s/cycle, with a
final extension of 68 C for 10–15 min.
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Annotation and Analysis of Intraspecific Diversity in the
Sperm Whale
The sperm whale mitogenomes were annotated using the
reference sequence sperm whale mitogenome (NC_002503)
available from NCBI (Arnason et al. 2000). Nucleotide diversity
analyses (including codon- and gene-specific analyses) were
conducted in MEGA v5.0.5 (Tamura et al. 2011) on the
Sequencher v4.6 alignment of the 17 sperm whale mitogenomes using a standard error computation of 10,000 bootstrap
replicates, the maximum composite likelihood substitution
model, homogenous rates among lineages, and different
rates among sites (with a gamma parameter of 1.5, as indicated by Bayesian modeling). The relative levels of diversity in
the CR and other mitogenome regions were compared using
the standard error computations calculated above to provide
95% confidence intervals (CIs). The same parameters were
also used in MEGA v5.0.5 to calculate the maximum pairwise
divergence by gene between the sperm whale mitogenomes
generated in this study to examine numt influence. To test for

congruence in phylogenetic signal of the CR and
protein-coding regions, we used an incongruence length
difference (ILD) test (Farris et al. 1995), implemented with
1,000 replicates and the default search parameters in TNT
v1.1 (Willi Hennig Society version; Goloboff et al. 2008)
using a customized script (Siddall). Phylogenetic reconstructions were also carried out to directly visualize the comparison
of CR and protein-coding gene phylogenetic signal, as
described later.
The number of heteroplasmies in the sperm whale
mitogenomes was assessed by reviewing all positions
where the minority base represented at least 30% of reads
at a site. In addition, the Illumina mitogenomes were
required to have a minimum coverage of two reads in each
direction for each alternate base (Li et al. 2010), and the
454 mitogenomes had to satisfy the 454HCDiffs criteria
(Roche, USA).

Interspecies Alignment of Cetacean Mitogenomes
Reference sequence mitogenomes of the 33 cetacean species
available from GenBank were downloaded to complement
the dolphin species and sperm whales sequenced in this
study, leading to a total of 42 cetacean species available for
phylogenetic analyses (supplementary material S1,
Supplementary Material online). Interspecies alignments of
the GenBank sequences, the dolphin sequences generated
by Carraher (2004), and the sperm whale sequences generated in this study were constructed using MUSCLE v3.6 (Edgar
2004) and checked by eye. ND6 was excluded from phylogenetic analyses for the same reasons given in Ho and Lanfear
(2010): distinctive patterns of evolution and location on the
light strand opposite all other mtDNA protein-coding genes.
Where the start and end of protein-coding genes overlapped,
the overlapping portions were excluded. The MEGA v5.0.5
data viewer was then used to examine protein-coding regions
of mitogenomes generated in this study for premature stop
codons indicative of numts.

Bayesian Phylogenetic Estimation of Substitution Rates
and TMRCA
Species-specific substitution rates were estimated using
Bayesian phylogenetic reconstructions conducted in BEAST
v1.6.2 (Drummond and Rambaut 2007) with a GTR + I +
model of nucleotide substitution and estimated base frequencies. Two independent runs of 90,000,000 states, sampling
every 3,000 states, were completed for each analysis, using an
uncorrelated lognormal relaxed clock (Drummond et al. 2006)
and a linked Yule tree prior across the CR and protein-coding
region partitions. The rate analyses were calibrated using the
fossil calibration dates given by Ho and Lanfear (2010). Unlike
Ho and Lanfear (2010), a lognormal distribution, with the
means represented in real space and a standard deviation of
1 Myr, was used as the prior shape for all calibration points
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determined for each platform, as described later (mapping
quality is the probability that reads are correctly placed
during the assembly process, as opposed to the quality of
individual reads assessed during the assembly process). At variable sites, Illumina-sequenced mitogenomes were required to
have a mapping quality of at least 20 at the variable site
(determined by BWA using a PHRED scale), with 15 for
the 5 bp stretch of nonvariable sites adjacent to the variable
site (Li et al. 2008, 2010). If an Illumina-sequenced mitogenome had a mixed-base signal present at a variable site, identical (duplicate) reads were removed from that assembly to
minimize the potential impact of PCR oversampling. In addition, for Illumina-sequenced mitogenomes, the possibility of
strand bias was tested using a Fisher’s exact test to test for a
difference in the distribution of reads for each nucleotide in
the forward and reverse directions of variable sites. For
454-sequenced mitogenomes variable sites had to fulfill the
454HCDiffs (Roche, USA) criteria: The variable site was
required to be covered by both forward and reverse reads
(which addressed the problem of strand bias), or at least five
reads with quality scores over 20 (using the GS Reference
Mapper scale), or 30 if the difference between reads involved
a homopolymer 5 bp in length.
If mapping quality criteria were not met, or NGS coverage
was <15 at a variable site for a particular mitogenome,
Sanger sequencing was used to confirm the sequence using
the primers listed in supplementary materials S3 or S5,
Supplementary Material online. Because of the known error
rate of 454 in homopolymeric regions (Kircher and Kelso
2010), Sanger and Illumina sequencing were used to confirm
sequences wherever variable homopolymers 5 bp in length
were present. All variable sites within primer regions were
masked.
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Results
Summary of NGS and Sanger Sequencing Coverage
Over 93 Mbp of NGS sequence data was generated for the 20
sperm whale mitogenomes representing 17 individuals. For
the 13 mitogenomes sequenced with Illumina, this provided
an average sequencing depth of 359. For the seven mitogenomes sequenced with 454, this provided an average
sequencing depth of 174. Average mapping quality exceeded 36 (BWA: PHRED quality) for sperm whale mitogenomes sequenced with Illumina, and exceeded 63.5 (GS
Reference Mapper 454 quality) for samples sequenced with

454. An additional 43 kbp of Sanger sequence was used to
validate variable sites in the multiple sperm whale alignment
and to estimate sequencing error of the NGS platforms.
As described in Carraher (2004), the CR and protein-coding
genes of 11 dolphin mitogenomes were successfully amplified
and sequenced to an average depth of 2.64 by conventional
Sanger methods.

Discrepancy Rates in NGS Sequencing
Mitogenomes of the three sperm whales sequenced on both
the Illumina and 454 platforms showed good agreement.
After independent assembly, the alignment of the 3 pairs revealed only 41 inconsistencies in the total comparison of
98,568 bp: This included 34 inconsistencies in homopolymers
of 5 bp in length, a known source of error in 454 sequencing. Of the remaining seven inconsistencies, three were
resolved when duplicate Illumina reads were removed; these
presumably reflected PCR re-amplification of a minority nucleotide for a low-frequency heteroplasmy, or PCR-based
polymerase error. Three additional inconsistencies occurred
between 454 and Illumina in the CR of PmaNZ034. At all
three positions, the 454 sequence showed mixed-bases
(between 50% and 59%) in comparison with the Illumina
sequence, possibly indicative of a 454 library artifact. The
final inconsistency in 454 sequence relative to the Illumina
sequence was also in PmaNZ034, located adjacent to a
20 bp homopolymer. After excluding homopolymer inconsistencies, which were verified using Sanger sequencing (see
below), the 454-Illumina discrepancy rate was seven in
98,568 bp, or 0.0071%.
Of the 43 kbp of Sanger sequence, 28,620 bp was available
for comparison with the 13 Illumina-sequenced sperm whale
mitogenomes, and 21,971 bp was available for the seven
454-sequenced mitogenomes. Comparisons of Illumina and
Sanger sequencing revealed two inconsistencies: site 23 in
PmaNZ058, and site 12,982 in PmaNZ005 (no longer inconsistent when duplicate Illumina reads were removed), giving a
total Illumina-Sanger discrepancy rate of two inconsistencies
in 57,240 bp compared or 0.0034%. Comparisons of 454 and
Sanger found eight inconsistencies, all of which were associated with homopolymers. After excluding homopolymer
inconsistencies that were verified using Sanger sequencing
(discussed later), the 454-Sanger discrepancy rate was
<0.0023%, that is, no errors detected in 43,942 bp
compared.

QC and Validation of Variable Sites
After alignment of the 17 mitogenomes, additional QC measures were applied to variable sites, including verification of low
coverage/quality sequence with Sanger sequencing, removal
of duplicate Illumina reads and testing for strand bias. After
application of a Bonferroni correction (by sample), no significant strand bias was detected at variable sites in Illumina
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with the exception of the root (note that this contrasts with
use of minimum-age priors, e.g., Ho and Lanfear 2010). The
root node was calibrated with a uniform prior of 34 to 46 Ma
as in Ho and Lanfear (2010). Independent runs were checked
for effective sample sizes (ESS) of more than 200 and convergence of posterior values in Tracer v1.5 (Rambaut and
Drummond 2007), and convergence of tree topologies in
FigTree v1.3.1 (Rambaut 2009) before combining.
Phylogenetic relationships for 42 cetacean species
(including the sperm whale) were reconstructed and
lineage-specific substitution rates were estimated for the
two separate partitions of the CR and codon-partitioned
protein-coding genes using TreeAnnotator v1.6.2 visualized
in FigTree. The sperm whale substitution rates were then compared with the 41 other cetacean species included in this
study. Each species was represented once, with the exception
of the bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), where a previous mitogenome was available from GenBank, and the
Hector’s dolphin (Cephalorhynchus hectori), where the two
subspecies C. hectori hectori and C. hectori maui were both
included. The sperm whale was represented by a randomly
selected mitogenome sequenced in this study, PmaNZ005.
The median values for point estimates are reported in this
article with associated 95% highest probability density (HPD)
intervals. Copies of the *.xml files used in all BEAST analyses,
containing the priors defined, are given in supplementary
material S6, Supplementary Material online.
The TMRCA of sperm whale mitogenomes was estimated
using sequences of mtDNA protein-coding regions in BEAST.
The sperm whale-specific substitution rate for the
protein-coding regions calculated in the analysis described
earlier was used, along with a skyline tree prior as this
model is independent of the demographic history of the population (Drummond et al. 2005). The intraspecific proteincoding tree constructed in this analysis was also used to
further investigate CR-specific constraints. The 400 bp
mtDNA CR haplotype for each sperm whale mitogenome
was mapped on to the intraspecific protein-coding tree to
visually assess whether the mtDNA CR was reflective of underlying mitogenomic patterns of evolutionary relatedness.
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Mitogenome Haplotypes
After completion of QC review, the multiple alignment of
17 sperm whale mitogenomes showed only 82 variable
sites, 76 of which were transitions, and 6 of which were
transversions. No sites showed both transitions and transversions, and no indels were required in the alignment after
masking the small number of homopolymers that could not
be successfully Sanger sequenced (table 3). Despite the low
number of variable sites, all sperm whale mitogenomes in this
study were resolved as having unique haplotypes, even those
with identical CRs (fig. 1). Pairwise differences between mitogenomes ranged from 2 to 33. The largest number of singleton substitutions (sites differing in only one individual) found
among the 17 sperm whale mitogenomes sequenced in this
study was 11 (supplementary material S10, Supplementary
Material online). By comparison, a large number of singleton
substitutions (n ¼ 27) were found in the only sperm whale
mitogenome available from NCBI, NC_002503 (Arnason
et al. 2000). Given the potential for cloning or sequencing
errors relative to mitogenomes sequenced in this study,
NC_002503 was excluded from further intraspecific diversity
analyses in this article.

Sperm Whale Mitogenome Diversity by Gene and Codon
Position
The overall mitogenome diversity among the 17 sperm whales
sequenced in this study was low (p ¼ 0.096%). In contrast to
expectations under the CR-specific constraint hypothesis, the
CR (previously noted for its low diversity in comparison with
other species: table 1) actually showed the highest diversity of
any mitogenomic partition (p ¼ 0.35%). CR nucleotide diversity was more than 1.5 greater than that of the combined
3rd codon protein-coding positions (p ¼ 0.22%), despite the
3rd codon position and diversity significantly exceeding all
other remaining mitogenomic partitions (as determined by
nonoverlapping 95% CIs, fig. 2). As the 95% CIs of the CR
and 3rd codon position partitions overlap, we could not conclude that the CR has significantly higher diversity than the 3rd
codon position. The percentage of variable sites in the CR

Table 3
Substitutions Characterized in Terms of Their Mitogenome Region for the Alignment of 17 Sperm Whales, Including Codon Position for the
Protein-Coding Regions, Type (Ts, Transition; Tv, Transversion), and Whether They Were Nonsynonymous (NS) or Synonymous (S)
Mitogenome Region
CR
rRNA regions
tRNA regions
Total protein coding
Protein coding: 1st codon position
Protein coding: 2nd codon position
Protein coding: 3rd codon position
Overall mitogenome

NS

15
10
5

S

Ts Total

Tv Total

Ts/Tv

Total

15

14
1
4
57
11
4
42
76

1
1

14
0.5

4

14.25

1
3
6

12.5

15
2
4
61
11
5
45
82

46
1
45
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samples. Over 354 instances of high NGS QC for variable sites
were covered by Sanger sequencing, showing complete
agreement. In contrast, 54 instances of low NGS QC were
found over 92 putative variable sites. Sanger sequencing confirmed 44 of these 54 to be identical to the nucleotide called
by NGS. Two sites in Illumina sequences (site 23 in PmaNZ058
and site 12,982 in PmaNZ005: as described earlier) were corrected based on Sanger sequencing/removing Illumina duplicate reads (assuming that Sanger sequencing was correct). An
additional eight sites in 454 sequences, all at homopolymer
sites (described earlier), were corrected based on Sanger
sequencing. There were also two additional lengths of homopolymer that could not be resolved using Sanger sequencing
for the 454-generated mitogenomes included in this study: a
C12–21 homopolymer at position 1,129 (located in the 16S
rRNA) from four mitogenomes (PmaNZ013, PmaNZ076,
PmaNZ082, and PmaOR001) and a C9–10 homopolymer at
position 16,270 (located in the CR) from three mitogenomes
(PmaNZ013, PmaNZ076, and PmaNZ082). Because of the uncertainty of the true length of these homopolymer regions,
potential differences in homopolymer length were masked at
these positions. A summary of sites that differed between
sequencing platforms in the error-checking and validation of
variable sites sections of this article are available in supplementary material S7, Supplementary Material online. Average NGS
sequencing depth on validated variable sites is given for each
sperm whale in supplementary material S8, Supplementary
Material online.
We found no evidence of numts: All sperm whale mitogenomes assembled with no gaps in coverage, as did the
protein-coding region fragments for the dolphin mitogenomes sequenced in this study (Carraher 2004). There were
no abrupt or discordant regions of high divergence among
the sperm whale mitogenomes, which would indicate inadvertent assembly of numt sequences (maximum pairwise divergence observed was 1.65% for tRNA-Lys: supplementary
material S9, Supplementary Material online). No premature
stop codons in protein-coding regions were observed for
any mitogenome (sperm whale or dolphin) generated for
this study.
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FIG. 2.—Nucleotide diversity (%) for the concatenated rRNA regions;
concatenated tRNA regions; 1st, 2nd, and 3rd codon positions of the
protein-coding regions, and the CR of the sperm whale mitogenome
(n ¼ 17). 95% confidence limits (constructed with bootstrap standard
error computation) are shown by the dashed lines. For the rRNAs and
tRNAs, lower 95% confidence limits overlap zero.

(1.57%, or 15 out of 954 sites), exceeded that of
the 3rd codon (including ND6; 1.18%, or 45 out of 3,803
sites), although again not significantly based on a Fisher’s
exact test (P ¼ 0.3315). In a gene by gene comparison,
only 3 out of the 13 protein-coding genes (COX2, ND3,
and ND4L) had 3rd codon diversity that exceeded CR diversity, and these differences were not statistically significant
based on overlapping 95% CIs (supplementary material S11,
Supplementary Material online). We note that the estimates
of nucleotide diversity presented here are likely to be biased
upwards because of the nonrandom selection of samples
based on CR haplotypes. Nucleotide diversity for a random
sample of sperm whales is likely to be considerably lower as
even distantly related individuals could inherit identical
mitogenomes.
On the basis of our criteria of at least 30% of reads representing the secondary base at a site, we detected between
1 and 6 heteroplasmies in three mitogenomes, located in
the 12srRNA, 16srRNA; protein-coding genes, and the CR.
Sanger sequencing was available for one of these sites
which confirmed the heteroplasmy present (supplementary
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FIG. 1.—Bayesian phylogenetic reconstructions of the relationship between the 17 sperm whale mitogenomes in this study based on protein-coding
genes (10,815 bp), including the NCBI GenBank sample, NC_002503 (Arnason et al. 2000). Terminal taxa are labeled by their individual sample codes and CR
haplotypes (400 bp) are listed in bold after sample codes. Clades with more than 95% posterior probability are indicated on the tree, and 95% HPD intervals
for node ages are shown by the horizontal blue boxes. Parsimony-inferred character changes (using Mesquite v2.75; Maddison and Maddison 2011) in the
protein-coding regions are shown by black cross bars. Inferred character changes in the 400 bp region of the CR used to define haplotypes are shown in gray.
Homoplastic characters are shown in shades of blue for the protein-coding region (two sites requiring two changes each), and in shades of red for the CR
(also two sites requiring two changes each). Consistency Indices: 0.9722 for protein-coding regions and 0.8333 for CR. Retention Indices: 0.9565 for
protein-coding regions and 0.8333 for CR.
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material S12, Supplementary Material online). Heteroplasmies
occurring in the protein-coding regions were either synonymous or required only the substitution of an amino acid with
similar properties (Adachi and Hasegawa 1996; Gilis et al.
2001). The other 14 mitogenomes showed no heteroplasmies
that satisfied the detection criteria. Two of these mitogenomes were sequenced with both Illumina and 454 and
showed no evidence of heteroplasmies with either NGS platform (supplementary material S12, Supplementary Material
online). These overall rates of heteroplasmy are consistent
with studies on humans (Sosa et al. 2012) and other cetacean
species (Vollmer et al. 2011).

As a further test of the CR-specific constraint hypothesis,
we compared the phylogenetic signal of the sperm
whale CR and protein-coding regions. From the hypothesis,
we expected there would be a lack of congruence between
the CR and protein-coding regions due to homoplasy in the
CR. In fact, the phylogenetic signal from the CR and
protein-coding regions was found to be congruent with a
significant correlation between pairwise differences over the
400 bp CR haplotype and pairwise differences over the rest
of the mitogenome (Pearson’s product-moment correlation ¼ 0.54, P < 0.001). CR haplotypes were also generally
congruent with phylogenetic reconstructions based on
protein-coding regions within the sperm whale, albeit with
less resolution in the CR haplotypes (fig. 1). When either
protein-coding or CR characters were traced on to the phylogenetic tree, only a small number of characters showed
evidence of homoplasy, reflected by the high consistency
(Kluge and Farris 1969) and retention indices (Farris 1989)
when either partition was mapped on to the protein-coding
tree (fig. 1). Finally, the ILD test detected no phylogenetic
incongruence between the CR and protein-coding regions
(P ¼ 1.000).

Patterns of Purifying Selection in the Sperm Whale
Mitogenome
The sperm whale mitogenomes showed the expected pattern
of purifying selection reported in other mammalian mitogenomes (Stewart et al. 2008). Of the 61 variable sites occurring
in protein-coding regions, 46 were synonymous, and 15 were
nonsynonymous, with twice as many replacement substitutions found in 1st versus 2nd codon positions (10 vs. 5;
table 3). Over the combined protein-coding genes, the dN/
dS ratio was 0.25; significantly lower than the value expected
under neutral evolution (Fisher’s exact test, P < 0.001). The
transitional bias observed in the coding regions (57 transitions,
4 transversions) was similar to that of both the CR and RNA
partitions (table 3). The 15 amino acid substitutions present in
this alignment (substitutions shown in supplementary material

Cetacean Bayesian Phylogenetic Reconstructions and
Substitution Rates
The two interspecific BEAST runs for estimating substitution
rates showed ESS values over 200 for all parameter estimates,
and convergence for both parameters and tree topologies.
Given this agreement, runs were combined, which gave ESS
values over 400 for all parameter estimates. The phylogenetic
tree obtained was well supported, with 38/43 clades supported by posterior probabilities exceeding 95% (fig. 3).
Estimates of the age of the Mysticeti clade were younger in
our analyses (95% HPD: 11.96–17.86 Ma) than in other
reconstructions (Jackson et al. 2009; Ho and Lanfear 2010;
Dornburg et al. 2012), likely due to the differences in prior
shape for date calibration at this node. In addition, both our
phylogeny and previous studies showed uncertain relationships within Delphinidae, with the main difference being positioning of the white-beaked dolphin (L. albirostris) between
reconstructions (Ho and Lanfear 2010; Vilstrup et al. 2011;
Dornburg et al. 2012). Apart from these differences, our
tree showed very similar relationships in comparison with
previous publications utilizing mitogenomes (fig. 3) and the
two samples of the two species with multiple representatives
in the phylogeny (Hector’s dolphin: C. hectori; bottlenose
dolphin: T. truncatus) grouped together with high confidence.
As well as phylogenetic concordance, overall cetacean
substitution rates obtained from this analysis were broadly
comparable with those obtained from previous studies
(table 4). Over all cetaceans, substitution rate estimates were
1.12%/Myr or 1.12  102 substitutions/site/Myr (95% HPD:
0.99–1.26%/Myr) for the CR, and 1.08%/Myr (95% HPD:
0.99–1.18%/Myr) for the coding region. First codon positions
evolved at 0.45 this average protein-coding rate (95% HPD:
0.42–0.48), 2nd codon positions at 0.12 (95% HPD:
0.11–0.14), and 3rd codon positions at 2.4 this rate (95%
HPD: 2.39–2.46).
To test the hypothesis of a slow substitution rate in the
sperm whale, estimates of substitution rates for the sperm
whale obtained from age-calibrated Bayesian phylogenetic
reconstructions in BEAST were compared to estimates from
the other 41 cetacean species included in the analysis. Under
the hypothesis of reduced substitution rates in the sperm
whale, the expectation was slow rates in the sperm whale
relative to other cetaceans. All species-specific substitution
rates fell within 0.5%/Myr of each other in the protein-coding
regions and CR, with the exception of the sperm whale
(an outlier with a fast CR substitution rate) and the
Franciscana (Pontoporia blainvillei; an outlier with fast CR
and protein-coding region rates) (fig. 4). Sperm whales
ranked 25th out of 42 in terms of protein-coding region
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Sperm Whale mtDNA Protein-Coding Genes and CR
Phylogenetic Signal

S10, Supplementary Material online) generally had a low cost
of replacement based on several substitution-cost matrices
(Adachi and Hasegawa 1996; Gilis et al. 2001).
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rates (ranking from fast to slow), implying an average (but not
slow) substitution rate for this region relative to other cetaceans. Surprisingly, sperm whales had the fastest rate of substitutions in the CR for any of the 42 cetaceans included in the
analysis (2.60%/Myr; fig. 4).

substitution rate estimated from the interspecies phylogeny,
the TMRCA for the combined sperm whale mtDNA
protein-coding regions was estimated as 103,000 years ago
(95% HPD: 72,800–137,400 years ago).

Bayesian Estimates of Sperm Whale Mitogenome
TMRCA

Discussion

In addition to investigating the hypotheses of CR-specific
constraints and rate variation in the sperm whale mitogenome, the TMRCA of the protein-coding mtDNA genes of
the sperm whale was estimated to investigate the potential
for a population bottleneck or selective sweep. Assuming
clock-like intraspecific substitution rates within the proteincoding regions, and using the sperm-whale protein-coding

This study represents the first population level survey of mitogenome diversity in the sperm whale. We found that the low
diversity previously characterized for the sperm whale CR
(Lyrholm and Gyllensten 1998; Whitehead 1998) is a feature
of the entire sperm whale mitogenome. Furthermore, intraspecific phylogenetic signals from the protein-coding region
and CR were congruent. Overall, these data indicate that
evolution of the CR has not been significantly constrained
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FIG. 3.—Estimates of substitution rates for the CR and protein-coding regions using a Bayesian tree reconstruction. Tree priors for these partitions
were linked, so the topology is the same. The sperm whale taxon label is highlighted in yellow. Branches are colored by rate, ranging from slow in red
(0.41%/Myr for the CR, 0.59%/Myr for the protein-coding regions), to fast in green (2.60%/Myr for the CR, 2.12%/Myr for the protein-coding regions).
95% higher posterior distributions for the age of nodes are indicated by the blue bars. All nodes had greater than 95% posterior probability support with the
exception of the clades indicated by asterisks. With the exception of some of the relationships within Delphinidae (clade label shaded in gray), all clades
labeled on the tree were supported by the previous cetacean mitogenome studies of Ho and Lanfear (2010) and Dornburg et al. (2012). The Mysticeti and
Balaenopteridae/Eschrichtiidae clades were also supported by a Mysticeti-only study, Jackson et al. (2009). A Delphinidae-only study, Vilstrup et al. (2011)
also partially supported relationships in Delphinidae. Discrepancies within Delphinidae are mentioned in greater detail in the text. Clade nomenclature from
Perrin (2009).
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Table 4
Estimated Substitution Rates for Mitogenomes of Cetaceans
Mitogenome Partition
CR

Protein-coding region

Protein coding: 1st codon position
Protein coding: 2nd codon position
Protein coding: 3rd codon position

Estimate from This Study

Previous Estimates

0.99–1.26
1.09
0.99
0.99–1.18
1.00
0.92
0.49
0.14
2.62

0.28–1.04a
0.23–0.76b
0.70–1.00,c 1.20–3.70,d 1.67–9.32e
1.80–2.20f
0.15–0.48,b,g 0.85–1.13,h,i 1.23–1.54j
0.45–0.67j
0.35f
0.11f
1.00,k,l 2.40f
0.08–2.46,e 0.40,l,m 0.70–0.80k,l

NOTE.—Rates are in % divergence/Myr (%/Myr) and ranges show 95% HPD intervals.
a
Hoelzel et al. (1991).
b
Duchêne et al. (2011).
c
Baker et al. (1993).
d
Rooney et al. (2001).
e
Jackson et al. (2009).
f
Ho and Lanfear (2010).
g
Entire mitogenome used instead of protein-coding region.
h
Vilstrup et al. (2011).
i
Protein-coding genes plus tRNA genes used.
j
Dornburg et al (2012).
k
Nabholz et al. (2008).
l
Estimates available for CytB only.
m
Alter et al. (2007).

Sources of Sequencing Error

FIG. 4.—CR and protein-coding region lineage specific substitution
rates for the 42 cetacean species included in this study. Error bars
associated with points indicate the 95% HPD associated with each species.
The sperm whale is shown in blue, the Franciscana (Pontoporia blainvillei)
in green and the killer whale (Orcinus orca) in red. The median odontocete
rates are shown in the yellow square, the median mysticete rates in the
yellow circle.

compared with the rest of the sperm whale mitogenome.
Although substitution rates of sperm whale mtDNA proteincoding regions were similar to rates in other cetacean species,
the sperm whale CR substitution rate was the fastest of
all 42 cetacean species included in this analysis. This suggests
that slow sperm whale-specific substitution rates are not
responsible for low CR or overall mitogenomic diversity.

Studies of population-level diversity can be sensitive to NGS
sequencing errors or lack of QC enforced on variable sites
(Shen et al. 2010), and there are few standardly reported
QC measures in NGS sequences (Goto et al. 2011). Given
the previously reported low levels of CR diversity in the
sperm whale (Lyrholm and Gyllensten 1998), it was important
to ensure that sequencing errors did not impact our mitogenomic diversity estimates. We carried out a three-way comparison of NGS and Sanger sequencing technologies and
found relatively low discrepancy rates. The highest discrepancy
rate (454 to Illumina: 0.0071%) was an order of magnitude
below the overall estimate of diversity obtained for the sperm
whale mitogenome (p ¼ 0.096%). We compensated for
the small number of discrepancies, including apparent PCR
duplicates; polymerase, library and assembly artifacts; and differences in homopolymer lengths (a known artifact of
454 technology; Kircher and Kelso 2010) by Sanger sequencing variable homopolymers and low QC NGS sites. The complete agreement between high QC NGS and Sanger sequence
validates the QC threshold used in this study.
Another source of potential error in mtDNA sequencing is
the inadvertent inclusion of numts (Zhang and Hewitt 1996;
Sorenson and Quinn 1998; Dunshea et al. 2008). As a precaution against this, we used LR-PCR with fragment sizes that
exceeded the typical length of mammalian numts, as well
as high annealing temperatures to reduce nonspecific
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Taxa
Cetaceans
Odontocetes
Mysticetes
Cetaceans
Odontocetes
Mysticetes
Cetaceans
Cetaceans
Cetaceans
Mysticetes
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amplification (Richly and Leister 2004; Li et al. 2012).
Assemblies showed no evidence of gaps in coverage that
could be indicative of linear numts incorporating into the
alignment (Sorenson and Quinn 1998; Thalmann et al.
2004), nor were there anomalously divergent sperm whale
mitogenome regions or premature stop codons that would
indicate the incorporation of ancient pseudogenes (Sorenson
and Quinn 1998; Nabholz et al. 2010). Along with the low
discrepancy rate, robust QC at variable sites, and lack of detectable strand bias, the absence of detectable numts provided confidence in the estimates of diversity obtained from
our sperm whale mitogenome alignments.

Like sperm whales, killer whales and fishers also have very low
levels of mitogenomic diversity relative to other mammal species for which estimates are available (supplementary material
S13, Supplementary Material online). In killer whales and fishers, the CR presents misleading phylogeographic interpretations, as deep divergences among non-CR regions of the
mitogenome are not accurately represented by the CR
(Morin et al. 2010; Knaus et al. 2011). Instead, the CR
seems to have become saturated with substitutions due to
constraints, thus making it less accurate at predicting intraspecific relationships than the full mitogenome (Knaus et al.
2011). In sperm whales, this is not the case. Not only does
the CR accurately reflect the intraspecific phylogeny shown by
the protein-coding genes, but the CR (previously noted for its
low diversity compared with other cetacean species [Lyrholm
and Gyllensten 1998; Whitehead 1998]) actually showed the
greatest nucleotide diversity among the partitions compared.
Only a modest increase in diversity was recovered by sequencing the full mitogenome in comparison with the CR
(10 haplotypes distinguished from 400 bp of CR; 14 haplotypes distinguished from 954 bp of CR; 17 haplotypes from
the full 16,428 bp mitogenome). This further indicates that
the CR does not have a large number of sites placed under
mutational constraints, leading to saturation, in comparison
with the protein-coding regions in the sperm whale.

Are Substitution Rates Slow in the Sperm Whale
Mitogenome?
Although tests of substitution rates in the sperm whale
mitogenome have been conducted previously (Lyrholm et al.
1996; Whitehead 1998), these tests were limited to only a
fraction of the mitogenome. They were also conducted
assuming Kimura’s (1980) nucleotide substitution model and
no variation in substitution rates among sites. This might not
accurately model evolution in cetacean mitogenomes. The use
of the domestic cow (Bos taurus), a relatively distant outgroup,
could also have limited the power to detect significant rate
variation (Bromham et al. 2000). We investigated variation in

Can a Genetic Bottleneck or Selective Sweep Explain Low
Sperm Whale mtDNA Diversity?
The Bayesian analyses employed in this study estimated a
TMRCA for the sperm whale mitogenome of 103,000 years
ago, consistent with previous research based on the CR
(Lyrholm et al. 1996). It is likely that the actual age of the
TMRCA is younger than this estimate due to the use of external calibration points to estimate the substitution rate within
the sperm whale (Ho et al. 2008). This would most likely put
the age of the TMRCA in the Pleistocene, a period characterized for its glaciation (Steeman et al. 2009). We consider this
TMRCA to be younger than expected considering the age of
the sperm whale lineage (divergence between the sperm
whale and pygmy sperm whale 95% HPD: 17.6–27.9%/Ma)
and the sperm whale’s abundance and worldwide distribution
(Best 1979; Whitehead 2002, 2003). Further evidence for a
relatively recent TMRCA is the low number of transversions
(Ts/Tv ratio ¼ 12.5) and complete lack of Sanger/Illuminaconfirmed indels in the sperm whale mitogenomic sequence.
The Ts/Tv ratio is far higher than seen in mtDNA (mostly based
on CR and CytB) from other cetacean species such as the
common minke whale (Balaenoptera acutorostrata;
Ts/Tv ¼ 5; Pastene et al. 2007), the killer whale
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Are CR-Specific Constraints Operating on the Sperm
Whale Mitogenome?

substitution rates across the CR and all protein-coding
genes (with the exception of ND6); and used BEAST, as this
allowed our analyses to accommodate differences in base
composition, substitution biases, and rate heterogeneity
(Drummond et al. 2006). We also calibrated our rate analyses
with cetacean fossil calibration points (in comparison to the
domestic cow outgroup used in previous analyses). We found
no evidence of a pervasive pattern of slow substitution rates in
the sperm whale mitogenome relative to other cetaceans. This
supports previous studies that found no evidence for sperm
whale-specific slowing of substitution rates in the limited
number of genes examined (Lyrholm et al. 1996; Whitehead
1998). In fact, our study indicated that the sperm whale CR
had a significantly elevated rate of evolution, a finding that is
also consistent with previous studies utilizing different relative
rate tests (Lyrholm et al. 1996). These results suggest that a
slow substitution rate is not responsible for the low mitogenome diversity seen in the sperm whale.
Estimates of cetacean substitution rates in this study were
also broadly comparable with previous studies of cetaceans
(table 4), including supporting previous findings of slow rates
in cetaceans compared with other mammals such as primates
and rodents (Martin and Palumbi 1993; Nabholz et al. 2008;
Jackson et al. 2009). The correlation between CR and coding
region rates among cetaceans was weak and not statistically
significant (Pearson’s product-moment correlation ¼ 0.155,
P ¼ 0.326) probably reflecting substitutional saturation of
the CR between species, or different selective constraints on
specific genes, across cetaceans.
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sweep should only reduce the time to mtDNA coalescence
(Charlesworth et al. 2003), although these inferences would
depend heavily on an accurate assessment of mutation rates
(Karl et al. 2012).

Conclusions
The low diversity of sperm whale mitogenomes found in this
study, and consistency of the CR with protein-coding intraspecific reconstructions, refutes CR-specific constraints as an
explanation for low CR diversity. Furthermore, the pervasive
low mitogenome diversity requires a hypothesis that can
explain the low mitogenome-wide variation. In this study,
we eliminated slow substitution rates in the sperm whale mitogenome as an explanation for low diversity. The lack of “rare”
substitutions such as indels and transversions, and the recent
TMRCA for sperm whale mitogenomes suggests that the previously proposed hypotheses of selective sweeps or population
bottlenecks are the most likely candidates for explaining the
low mitogenome diversity seen in the sperm whale.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary materials S1–S13 are available at Genome
Biology and Evolution online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjour
nals.org/).
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(Ts/Tv ¼ 3.75; Hoelzel et al. 2002), and even the Hector’s dolphin (C. hectori) (Ts/Tv ¼ 3.3; Pichler et al. 1998), a species that
is known to have undergone a population reduction.
Our estimate of the TMRCA is consistent with a population
bottleneck or selective sweep having acted on the sperm
whale in the past, but is not consistent with the impact of
commercial whaling that exploited sperm whales from the
18th century onwards (Best 1979; Whitehead 2003). A
whaling-induced sperm whale population bottleneck has
also previously been discounted due to estimates of current
sperm whale abundance (Whitehead 1998). However, sperm
whales occupy a very specialized niche (Best 1979; Whitehead
2003), and past climatic influences, particularly glaciation
during the Pleistocene, may have altered prey distribution
(Steeman et al. 2009), or otherwise impacted on the abundance of the sperm whale.
Selective sweeps could also have reduced sperm whale
mitogenomic diversity through the previously proposed hypothesis of “hitchhiking” with maternal cultural innovation
(Whitehead 1998). In addition, sperm whales make routine
foraging dives in excess of 1,000 m (Watkins et al. 1993).
Unique physiological adaptations in the sperm whale appear
to have resulted in response to the selective pressure of deep
diving including increases in muscle myoglobin levels; greater
utilization of blood and muscle versus lung storage of oxygen;
and collapsing of lungs at shallow depths (Kooyman
and Ponganis 1998). Additional adaptations might include
positive selection on mtDNA-encoded proteins due to the
mitochondria’s role in oxidative phosphorylation (Ballard and
Dean 2001). Mutations with novel adaptive properties could
lead to a selective sweep of mitogenomes. However, in order
for a selective sweep to globally reduce mtDNA diversity, there
must be inter-ocean dispersal of female sperm whales. Despite
female social units being relatively philopatric, they are known
to carry out large-scale dispersal events in apparent response
to poor ocean conditions (e.g., Galapagos to Ecuador/Gulf of
California) over short time scales of less than a decade
(Whitehead et al. 1997). These documented movements
and the shared mtDNA haplotypes between ocean basins confirms at least occasional inter-ocean dispersal in female sperm
whales, providing the potential for a selective sweep to reduce
mtDNA diversity on a global scale.
Although a population bottleneck or selective sweep are
both plausible causes of the low mitogenomic diversity, distinguishing between these hypotheses will require comparative population-level nuclear DNA data sets (which are not yet
available for the sperm whale or its sister taxon, the pygmy
sperm whale). A population bottleneck would be expected to
reduce mtDNA and nuclear diversity in the sperm whale relative to the pygmy sperm whale, whereas a selective sweep
should reduce only mtDNA diversity in the sperm whale
(Rokas et al. 2001). Within the sperm whale, a population
bottleneck would be expected to reduce the time to coalescence for both mtDNA and nuclear DNA, whereas a selective
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